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CHEAT SHEET

GEFORCE GARAGE RED HARBINGER
CROSS DESK SERIES

HOW TO OVERCLOCK
YOUR RIG
FEATURING

TRAVIS JANK OF NEXGEN OVERCLOCKING

The seventh skill guide in our GeForce Garage Cross Desk
Series is led by overclocking guru Travis Jank. Over the
years, Travis has won notable awards and accomplished
a host of overclocking feats. He’ll show you how to
incrementally increase your CPU and GPU clock speeds,
and how to test the new settings to make sure the juiced-up
hardware is safe and stable.
The amount of extra performance you’ll enjoy depends on
the quality and age of your hardware, as well as the type of
cooling you use. However, even a little bit of overclocking
can be noticeable when it comes to gaming. And while your
motherboard’s BIOS or UEFI might look a little different
than our Cross Desk’s, the steps to tweaking your CPU’s
speeds should be very similar. If you’re having trouble
locating the requisite areas in your BIOS/UEFI, check out
your mobo’s manual for help.
Overclocking is awesome, but sadly, it usually
voids warranties. That means you won’t be
able to return anything to the manufacturer
if something goes wrong. And while modern
GPUs and CPUs are pretty robust, pushing them too hard
can result in volatile errors and bricked parts. Pay close
attention (following the advice in our steps below), and if in
doubt, back off. Better to have slightly lower clock speeds
than a non-functional rig.
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LEVEL: EXPERT
MATERIALS:
(OPTIONAL):
LIQUID COOLING LOOP

TOOLS:

INTEL EXTREME TUNING UTILITY
(CPU BENCHMARKING)
3DMARK BASIC EDITION, USING
FIRE STRIKE (GPU BENCHMARKING)
MOTHERBOARD BIOS/UEFI (CPU
OVERCLOCKING)
(OPTIONAL):
CPU-Z (IDENTIFIES EXACT HARDWARE SPECS)
3DMARK ADVANCED EDITION,
USING FIRE STRIKE (GPU BENCHMARKING)
ASUS GPU TWEAK (GPU OVERCLOCKING)
(OTHER OPTIONS INCLUDE: EVGA
PRECISION X, MSI AFTERBURNER
AND GIGABYTE EASYTUNE)
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OVERCLOCK YOUR RIG
STEP 1:

Establish a GPU baseline.
Before adjusting any settings,
you’ll need to benchmark your PC.
This provides a baseline stat to
ensure you’re getting more performance from your overclocking
than stock levels. Open 3DMark,
uncheck Include Demo (Advanced
Edition only), and then click Run.
After Fire Strike finishes, jot down
the final score, shown in bold
orange numbers.

STEP 2:

Start overclocking your GPU.
Open ASUS GPU Tweak. Click
the small, half-filled hexagon
in the lower left-hand corner to
enable Advanced Mode. Increase
the GPU Boost Clock by clicking
once on the right-facing arrow.
(In GPU Boost, one click is always
equal to one increment.) Now,
increase the Min. GPU Voltage by
one increment as well. Finally,
increase the Max GPU Voltage by
one increment. Click Apply.

STEP 3:

Run a stability test.
One increment might not sound
like much, but it’s critical to test
your rig after any adjustments.
Open 3DMark, uncheck Include
Demo (Advanced Edition only),
then click Run. If Fire Strike
completes without crashing or
locking up, you’re ready to move
on to Step 4a. You can see how
much extra performance you’re
getting per cycle by looking at
the FPS counter at the bottom of
the screen. More than 60 FPS is
always best!
www.geforce.com/garage
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OVERCLOCK YOUR RIG
STEP 4A:

Continue overclocking your GPU.
Repeat steps 2 through 3,
increasing the GPU Boost Clock,
Min. GPU Voltage, and Max GPU
Voltage by one increment each
time. Run stability tests after every
new cycle. By using tiny increases,
you’ll be able to tell exactly when
your GPU hits its limit. When a
stability test fails, reboot and back
off one increment in each adjusted
area and retest. If Fire Strike stays
stable, you’re all good!

STEP 4B:

(Optional) High-end GPUs with
liquid cooling.
If you have a massive PSU and a
liquid cooling loop connected to
a particularly strong GPU—such
as a GTX Titan Black—it’s entirely
possible to max out both the
Min. GPU Voltage and Max GPU
Voltage. If that happens, and you
pass the stability tests, great! Just
keep nudging up the GPU Clock by
single increments, and continue
testing.

STEP 5:

Establish a CPU baseline.
Just like overclocking your GPU,
you’ll need a baseline CPU stat
to compare to your eventual
progress. Luckily, it’s simple to do.
Open up the Intel Extreme Tuning
Utility. Click Benchmarking, and
then click Run. After the benchmark finishes, record the number
shown under Current Score.
[image: GGEp7005.png]
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OVERCLOCK YOUR RIG
STEP 6:

Enter your BIOS/UEFI.
Reboot your PC and gain access to
your BIOS or UEFI. This is usually
accomplished by pressing Delete
when the motherboard splash
screen pops up, but double-check
your mobo’s manual if you’re
unsure.

STEP 7:

Auto sync your CPU cores.
Locate the CPU Core Ratio
section (again, refer to your
motherboard’s documentation
if you need help finding these
areas). Highlight 1-Core Ratio
Limit, and then change the value
from Auto to Sync All Cores. This
is an important step, as running
all processor cores at identical
speeds maximizes performance.

STEP 8:

Adjust your CPU speed.
Select 1-Core Ratio Limit. In the
top numeric field, add an extra
0.1GHz by entering your processor’s default speed—without the
decimal—plus one. For example,
if you have a stock 3.6GHz processor, you’ll type in 37. (3.6Ghz
+ 0.1Ghz = 3.7Ghz. 3.7Ghz = 37.)
Click F10 to save and quit.
NOTE: For best results, let your
motherboard auto-adjust the voltage
as you increase the clock speed. Each
CPU requires different voltage amounts;
manually adjusting the voltage can be
tricky, and often detrimental.
www.geforce.com/garage
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OVERCLOCK YOUR RIG
STEP 9:

Adjust DRAM frequency to stock
speed.
Overclocking RAM can lead to
complications, so you’ll want to
avoid that. Select DRAM Frequency, and then pick the default speed
of your system’s memory. Stock
RAM speeds vary with different
types and brands. If you don’t
know your default speeds, they’re
usually listed on the sticks. You
can also download CPU-Z and
click the Memory tab to find them.

STEP 10:

Test for blue screens.
Restart your PC. If you encounter
any blue screens, then you’ll need
to decrease your CPU core clock
by 0.1GHz each time until the blue
screens disappear. Once no blue
screens are detected, you’re free
to move on to Step 11.

STEP 11:

Run a CPU stability test.
Open the Intel Extreme Tuning
Utility. Click Benchmarking, and
then click Run. If the benchmark
locks up or crashes, you’ll need
to lower your CPU speed by
0.1GHz and retest each time. If the
benchmark runs without a hitch,
continue Steps 6 through 11 until
you reach your CPU’s limit.
NOTE: INever go over a CPU temp of
85º C—that’ll significantly shorten its
lifespan, and can cause your system to
behave erratically. You can monitor your
CPU’s active temp at the bottom of the
Intel Extreme Tuning Utility.
www.geforce.com/garage
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OVERCLOCK YOUR RIG
STEP 12:

Launch 3DMark.
Now that your CPU and GPU are
both pumped up and ready for action, go ahead and fire up 3DMark
one final time. After Fire Strike is
done, compare the current final
score to your older score from
Step 1. Congrats, your rig is now
properly overclocked, and ready
for some serious gaming!
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